The purpose of PTA (Parent Teacher Association) and PTSA (Parent Teacher Student Association) is to promote the welfare of children and youth in the home, school, and community. Each year, members of the PTA nominate and select an educator and volunteer from each school who exemplify that spirit.

2020 PTA End of Year Awards
No awards given due to COVID-19

2019 PTA End of Year Awards
- Grant: Crystal Norman (Educator); Cynthia Rees (Volunteer)
- Horizon: Sandra Campbell (Educator); Monica Giles (Volunteer)
- Liberty: Holly Chappell (Educator); MaryAnn Gulden (Volunteer)
- Longview: Brent Bowman (Educator); Angie Hansen (Volunteer)
- McMillan: Rebecca Elder (Educator); Andrea Pili (Volunteer)
- Hillcrest: Victoria Bean (Educator); Laurel Fetzer (Volunteer)
- Parkside: Jamie Pehrson (Educator); Geneal Nelson (Volunteer)
- Viewmont: Jennifer King (Educator); Danielle Burkhardt (Volunteer)
- Riverview: Jen Mackay (Educator); Kelly Benson (Volunteer)
- MHS: Amber Rydalch (Educator); Denise O’Bryan (Volunteer)

2018 PTA End of Year Awards
- MHS: Ryan Moffett (Educator); Rodney Jackson (Volunteer)
- Hillcrest: Molle Hess (Educator); Shauna Sandburg (Volunteer)
- Riverview: Jodee Hatch (Educator); Amy Johnson (Volunteer)
- Grant: Angie Wilcken (Educator); Glenn Mitchell (Volunteer)
- Horizon: Wendi Larsen (Educator); Liberty Kluse (Volunteer)
- Liberty: Shawn Johnson (Educator); Tasha LaRocco (Volunteer)
- Longview: Elyse Gile (Educator); Laura Ashby (Volunteer)
- McMillan: Jodi Jessop (Educator); Stephanie Richter (Volunteer)
- Parkside: Sarah England (Educator); Alicia Brimley (Volunteer)
- Viewmont: Mallory Poole (Educator); Dean & Kim Dominguez (Volunteer)

2017 PTA End of Year Awards
- MHS: Melia Fidel (Educator); Margie Larson (Volunteer)
- Hillcrest: Jo Imlay (Educator); Alisha Richardson (Volunteer)
- Riverview: Jim Bouwman (Educator); Stephanie Gold (Volunteer)
- Grant: Carmen Fiori (Educator); Stephani Dillier (Volunteer)
- Horizon: Trudy Burton (Educator); Annette Sandstrom (Volunteer)
- Liberty: Alysia McIntosh (Educator); Teresa Porter (Volunteer)
- Longview: Teri Singleton (Educator); Jen Davies (Volunteer)
- McMillan: Samantha Walters (Educator); Keersten Jensen (Volunteer)
- Parkside: Claire Meier (Educator); Christy Bushman (Volunteer)
- Viewmont: Jen Lightfoot (Educator); Jamie Cheney (Volunteer)

2016 PTA End of Year Awards
- MHS: Wade Meier (Educator); Angie Wilde (Volunteer)
- Hillcrest: Ruth Palmer (Educator); Heather Monaghan (Volunteer)
- Riverview: Anna Lee Hinnen (Educator); Marci Muszynski (Volunteer)
- Grant: Fidel Garcia (Educator); Stacie Gibson (Volunteer)
- Horizon: Steve Cloward (Educator); Becca Lawrence (Volunteer)
- Liberty: Jill Burnside (Educator); Jenn Schwendiman (Volunteer)
- Longview: Blair Ewell (Educator); Jeannette Bowen (Volunteer)
- McMillan: Shauna Maughan (Educator); Cathy Price (Volunteer)
- Parkside: Alex Torr (Educator); Linda Harris (Volunteer)
- Viewmont: Sunshine Szedel (Educator); Alecia Teran (Volunteer)
**2015 PTA End of Year Awards**
- MHS: Quinn Drury (Educator); Windy Hildebrand (Volunteer)
- Hillcrest: Renee Magnusson (Educator); Shaunie Mendenhall (Volunteer)
- Riverview: Janet Wayman (Educator); Traci Black (Volunteer)
- Grant: Susan Wright (Educator); Heather Cropper (Volunteer)
- Horizon: Rick Kelson (Educator); Jai-Dee Riches (Volunteer)
- Liberty: Karen Peterson (Educator); Thayn Burnett (Volunteer)
- Longview: Annette Tomlinson (Educator); Bridgette Stowell (Volunteer)
- McMillan: Donna Drown (Educator); Wendie Hale-Moran (Volunteer)
- Parkside: Zack Nesi (Educator); Vickie Spafford (Volunteer)
- Viewmont: Vangie Watts (Educator); Jennifer Delliskave (Volunteer)

**2014 PTA End of Year Awards**
- MHS: Keith Wood (Educator); Unknown (Volunteer)
- Hillcrest: Jennifer Covington (Educator); Michelle Matthews (Volunteer)
- Riverview: John Johnston (Educator); Christy Goldsberry (Volunteer)
- Grant: Kimberly Tavares (Educator); Russ Davey (Volunteer)
- Horizon: Linda Curtis (Educator); Janel Williams (Volunteer)
- Liberty: Darren Dean (Educator); Trudy Gerrard (Volunteer)
- Longview: Valerie Jackson (Educator); Cathy Gilmore (Volunteer)
- McMillan: Barbara Haun (Educator); Kellie Terry (Volunteer)
- Parkside: Cherran Zullo (Educator); Becky Powell (Volunteer)
- Viewmont: Anne Renz (Educator); Amy Johnson (Volunteer)

**2013 PTA End of Year Awards**
- MHS: Larry Swim (Educator); AnnMarie Nielson (Volunteer)
- Hillcrest: Jewell Loveless (Educator); Jackie Bracken (Volunteer)
- Riverview: Cambria Demke (Educator); Carrie O’Neill (Volunteer)
- Grant: Tami Lundberg (Educator); Jo-An Eam (Volunteer)
- Horizon: Kelly Stewart (Educator); Michelle Wilcox (Volunteer)
- Liberty: Shalice Benedum (Educator); Diana Jensen (Volunteer)
- Longview: Jen Allred-Salvesen (Educator); Becky Kemp (Volunteer)
- McMillan: Dave Evans (Educator); Deb D’Ambrosio (Volunteer)
- Parkside: Barbara Wall (Educator); Cheree Larson (Volunteer)
- Viewmont: Tyler Allred (Educator); Monica Nevenner (Volunteer)

**2012 PTA End of Year Awards**
- MHS: Paul Drake (Educator); Carrie Cable (Volunteer)
- Hillcrest: Michael Paap (Educator); Kim Kingerey (Volunteer)
- Riverview: Brandon Harrison (Educator); Carrie O’Neill (Volunteer)
- Grant: Susan Unknown (Educator); Stacie Unknown (Volunteer)
- Horizon: Lindsey Romero (Educator); Paige Bench (Volunteer)
- Liberty: Ellie Ferrero (Educator); Cyndi Boulden (Volunteer)
- Longview: Trudy Gleason (Educator); Cathy Gilmore (Volunteer)
- McMillan: Kelly Philpot (Educator); Amy Rex (Volunteer)
- Parkside: Joelle Rasmussen (Educator); Valerie Harsh (Volunteer)
- Viewmont: Sarah Popa (Educator); Julie Konishi (Volunteer)

**2011 PTA End of Year Awards**
- MHS: Lisa Parker (Educator); RuthAnn Gibbs (Volunteer)
- Hillcrest: Unknown
- Riverview: Karen Smith (Educator); Pam Kidd (Volunteer)
- Grant: Unknown
- Horizon: Trudy Burton (Educator); Darlene Evans (Volunteer)
- Liberty: Christy Vuyk (Educator); Unknown (Volunteer)
- Longview: Jennifer Allred (Educator); Petra Winegar (Volunteer)
- McMillan: Anne Saltzman (Educator); Christy Anderson (Volunteer)
- Parkside: Cindy Durante (Educator); Roxanne Heaton (Volunteer)
- Viewmont: Mary Ann Anderson (Educator); Susan Jorgensen (Volunteer)